**BUILDING THE CHURCH**

As recorded by Steve Vai

(From the 2005 Album REAL ILLUSIONS: REFLECTIONS)

Transcribed by Bakerman & AloofTrashman

Music by Steve Vai

A Intro

Moderately \( \text{\textit{L}} = 94 \)

N.C.

Guitars II, III tuned to Drop D, down one step, C-G-C-F-A-D,

*Place L.H. over neck and tap w/ indicated fingers. Each finger remains assigned to one string throughout this & later tapping

[Tablature]

D5 E5

Guitars II, III

*Set for 1 octave increase. "+" indicates forward (octave up) position, "o" indicates back

**See Performance
Gtr V (three guitars arr. for one, next 8
1/2 w/ sustainer

Gtr VI (three guitars arr. for one, next 8
1/2 w/ sustainer

Gtrs II, III